Concealed pregnancy: a concept analysis.
A concept analysis of concealed pregnancy was undertaken using Walker and Avant's framework to examine the attributes, characteristics and uses of the concept in maternity care. Understanding the concept of concealed pregnancy is critical as failing to do so adds the risk of maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality. Reviewing the literature and selected empirical referents indicated that concealed pregnancy has been predominantly viewed through a biomedical lens. Confusion exists around the definitions of denied and concealed pregnancy. A systematic search of five bibliographic databases using keywords from the years 1960-2014. Walker and Avant's framework was used to guide the concept analysis. A thematic analysis of reviewed papers identified the main characteristics of concealed pregnancy. Concealed pregnancy was conceptualized as a process and the critical attributes are secrecy, hiding, daytime story, staying away and avoidance. This process involves avoidance and if this includes failing to access healthcare can lead to catastrophic outcomes such as maternal and neonatal death. Antecedents, attributes and consequences of concealed pregnancy are also identified. Understanding the concept of concealed pregnancy and its antecedents, attributes and consequences may assist in risk identification of women who conceal a pregnancy. This concept analysis has identified a need for further exploration of the coping styles and psychosocial processes involved in women concealing and revealing a pregnancy.